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These days we share a lot of personal information with social networks. As the Facebook scandal has taught us, sometimes too much information. While removing yourself from all social networks is a bit extreme, we understand that for some it may seem like the easiest solution to protect your privacy. Read next: How to
Set Up Instagram Privacy Settings How to Unlock Someone on InstagramIf you really want to leave your social accounts, we're here to help you go through the process of deleting your Instagram account. For those making this step, you can also check out our guide to deleting Facebook accounts as well. It's not too
hard to get rid of your Instagram profile, but there are some things worth noting. First, there are two options for disappearing an Instagram account: you can delete it temporarily or permanently. The main difference is that removing it forever erase all your photos and videos. Pausing it will just make your data invisible, but
all your content will be there when you decide to return. Ready? Let's prepare steps for each method. How to temporarily disable your Instagram account: Use your browser to go to Instagram.com (you can't make it from the app). Log in. Click on the profile button in the top right corner. Next to your profile picture and
username, choose Change Profile. Scroll down and select the link Temporarily disable your account. Choose the reason your account was disconnected. Re-enter the password. Click on the button to temporarily disable your account. To activate your account, simply log back into it. How to remove your Instagram
account (permanently) from your browser, go to a dedicated Instagram page to delete your accounts. If you are not logged in, you will be asked to do so. Choose a reason to delete your account. Re-enter the password. Select the red button with the indication: Permanently delete your account. Your account is gone. To
sum up, you guys have. If you have made the choice to get out of the world of Instagram, these are all steps that you should follow to take care of business. READ: Instagram tips and tricks: Do it for a gram if and when you return, be sure to follow Android Body on Instagram! Instagram has finally added the ability to
easily switch from one account to another without going out of the system that makes life - or at least our social media life - easier for those of us who run Android blogs, have personalized pets or suffer from alter egos. And that's a pretty simple measure. Here's how to set things up to use multiple Android accounts.
First, you're really going to need this feature that Included. It looks like the multiple account feature has now pushed the server side, but we've also been getting a few app updates lately, so this is it You never can tell. But it looks like Instagram actually has to flip the switch on your account first. Once this is done, here's
how to add a second account: Click on a small profile tab. It's a silhouette icon in the bottom right corner of the Instagram app. This leads you to your profile. Click the overflow button of three points in the top right corner. It makes you into the settings menu. Scroll all the way down and then click on Add Accounts. Now
you'll see the same screen as when you first logged into Instagram. Use it. You must now be registered in a second account. Switching between two Instagram accounts - or more, actually - is also quite simple. Note: This small head and shoulder silhouette now shows which account you are currently logged into. It's
convenient. Click on the profile thumbnail to return to the profile screen. Now you will see a small arrow in the bottom right corner of your name, indicating that it is a button and you can click on it for more. Click on your name to flip between accounts or add another account. Or switch even faster, just a long click on the
sketch account in the bottom right corner. Any push notifications that are set up for any accounts you log in will still click. So keep in mind your settings wisely - you can disable the settings as you like on the account. When notifications arrive, Instagram will notice which account they are connected to in the shadow of the
notifications. And that's it. You can now use multiple Instagram accounts without leaving the system or logging back in. Or, worse, carry a second phone. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Like hipsters. Or, in other words, as a snob, or some kind of cultural elitist who prides himself on
having a better taste. What makes me think of this n No.1 essay that explores how the concept of elitism is so fully defined and mutilated by public life over the last generation. It may seem strange to frame your choice of smartphone platform in a context more traditionally sorted by political/cultural and socio-economic
lines, but bear with me a bit. It seems quite true that Android users, now most smartphone owners, are going to post different things than iPhone users because the data show that they are different people. If you are going to buy a cheap smartphone with a cheap data plan, increasingly you are going to buy an Android
phone. They are what fill this space - which invites different classes of people. So you have early adopters of nerds, people who just wanted any smartphone, and that's what representative sold them, and increasingly, people are just looking for a cheap phone that does more than text. You can't buy an iPhone through an
inexpensive carrier like Boost Mobile or with a prepaid contract - and the smartphone gap between prepaid and postpaid contracts closes, filling in almost entirely completely Phones. Demographically, according to a report by Stevenson's company, people who buy prepaid are more likely to have a family income of $35K
or less, less likely to graduate from college and more likely to be African-American than postpaid subscribers. The widely cited Hunch poll of 15,518 users - admittedly a few self-selected, since the survey is entirely made up of people who have already subscribed to Hunch - shows more about who uses Android versus
someone who uses iOS. From their data on Android users vs iOS, Android users are 80 percent more likely to have only higher education, 86 percent more likely to live in rural areas, 20 percent more likely to be politically conservative, 57 percent more likely to prefer an ugly device that is full of featured and 71 percent
more likely to never leave their home country. On the other hand, iOS users are 37 percent more likely to have a college degree, 27 percent more likely to live in the city, 17 percent more likely to be politically liberalized, 122 percent more likely to prefer a sleek device that does just a few things, more likely to be the
upper middle class, and 50 percent more likely to visit more than five countries. Practically textbook differences between real people and elites in the current language of American political culture. So while there is often a flowing irony or hahaha-colored patina UGH in the proclamations of iPhone users aversion to the
idea of Android barbarians at the gate, beneath the surface is a more general tension between the population, which tends to be richer and often manifests that wealth as a form of taste - hello to the conspicuous consumption and privileged aesthetic of vintage photography - and one of the masses , the population is
filled with some segments that generally speak have fewer voices in the culture already, especially in technology, whose culture is still largely defined and dominated by a bunch of money white guys in Silicon Valley. (even jokingly) the exclusion of the policies of current Instagram users feel a little more insidious if you
think of Instagram in the mode of its founders, who see it not as a small photo-sharing site, but very much a means of communication that makes them hope that they can change the world in some real way. It's not that iPhone Instagrammers seriously want to disenfranchise entire swathes of people, or advocate for them
to be literally cut off, but by owning a certain taste as a fortune-telling rod for someone who should be Instagramming and who shouldn't, they are inadvertently strengthening so many existing structures (dis)links. What would he say if iPhone Instagram users really run to another social network? It's about changing the
world, Instagram's founders hope it helps to have as much peace as possible. World. is one of the most popular apps on the iPhone. The photo-sharing service, which allows users to take pictures and decorate them with filters in one click, has grown to 15 million users, and was recently named Apple's iPhone of the Year
app. Android users have been clamoring to get their hands on the service and co-founder and CEO Kevin Systrom has promised that the app is really coming to Google OS. But is there any chance that it could arrive around the same time or even earlier on Windows Phone 7? A source recently left the impression that
the Windows Phone team may be working with people from Instagram. Why would Instagram come to an OS with such a low market share? Mainly because it's sexy. And there's a lot of money behind it. Windows 7 offers a beautiful user interface, and not only can any device maker slap it on their hardware. The old
efforts of Windows Mobile have suffered from the fact that any hardware vendor can choose to be as high-end or as low-end as they wanted, Microsoft's Joe Belfiore, who oversees software development for Windows Phone, said recently. However, under the new approach to designing Windows Phone 7, devices must
operate to certain standards. And it works for Instagram, too, which doesn't want to deal with slow hardware or cheap cameras. In addition, the development of the app for Windows Phone 7 means that Instagram will not have to deal with the fragmentation that comes with dozens of models of Android smartphones.
Instagram co-founder and CEO Kevin Systrom has been tight-lly close about the potential pairing with Windows Phone 7. In addition to being pre-announced by Android, we do not comment on the roadmap stuff, he wrote to Fast Company by email. The Windows Phone team was just as vague. We are working with
many different developers who have expressed interest in Windows Phone and the capabilities of new Mango tools and platforms are inspiring a new wave of great apps and games, Microsoft said in a statement. The right time to support our platform varies depending on the application and business model, and Microsoft
does not comment on rumors or speculation. For most accounts, Microsoft has hit with Windows Phone. Media outfits from Wired to Gigaom being praised as a big draw by CES, while critics from Slate and TechCrunch gushed over its refreshing design. But while Microsoft may have won over critics, it has yet to win over
consumers. One of the drawbacks of Windows Phone is the lack of apps, some say. Personally, as far as I would like to switch ... There's one thing that holds me back: apps, writes The New York Times' Nick Bilton. Application I use the most on my iPhone, including Instagram, Way, Instapaper and NPR, not there for
Windows Phone 7. Of course, Microsoft has an incentive to attract big-name apps such as Instagram to its market-Foursquare and Netflix, for example, already already customers on the phone's mango OS. But the most important thing for app creators is the big marketing push behind Windows-based smartphones.
Microsoft has invested heavily in the project, and is said to have sunk more than $1 billion into Nokia to promote and build its smartphone partnerships. It has also been reported that Microsoft, Samsung and other OEMs could spend up to $200 million in the next few months marketing Windows Phone. This could
translate into huge marketing for apps like Instagram if they were to be shown in any promotions (or presumably written about in any upcoming Windows Phones reviews). After all, given Instagram's interest in scale, the app should be on a bigger device than the iPhone if it expects to compete with social networks such
as Facebook and Twitter. Not 3 million users, as Kevin Systrom told Fast Company once, 300 million. (Image courtesy of Shutterstock) Shutterstock come cancellare un account instagram su android
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